Mother’s Day Shadow Box Insert

Supplies: Notable Alphabet stamp set; Chocolate Chip, Whisper White, Pink Pirouette, Regal Rose and Basic Black CS; Sweet Always (retired) & First Edition DSP; Silver Glimmer Specialty DSP; Dressed Up framelits; Serif Essentials (retired) die; Petite Curly Label, Small Oval, Trio Flower (retired), Large Oval, & 1” Circle punches; Pretty In Pink Taffeta & ¼” grosgrain in Chocolate Chip ribbons; Vanilla Flower Trim; “hanger” paper clips; self-adhesive Pearls & Rhinestones.

This insert has an 8” x 10” background sheet in Chocolate Chip, and a float panel, 8 ½” x 6 3/8” is made from Whisper White, covered in a layer of First Edition DSP. Go ahead and put this together without adhering to base layer yet.

Cut three dress forms in basic black, and two Small Ovals in black as well for “heads.” Have 2 “hanger” clips standing by as well, for the display of dresses.

Silver evening dress: Cut three sleeved dresses from Silver Glimmer. Hat is Large Oval with Flower Trim center.

White flowered dress: cut two sleeveless dresses in DSP and Regal Rose. Cut one sleeved dress in Regal Rose.

Day dress with jacket: 3 sleeved dresses, Regal Rose, Choc Chip DSP & Regal Rose DSP. Hat is Small oval plus a “bite,” with Petit Curly label.

Polka Dot sundress: 2 sleeveless dresses, in Pink Pirouette & DSP.

Orange sun dress: 2 sleeveless dresses, in Chocolate Chip & DSP.

Adhere “M”, stamp sentiment and punch with 1” Circle punch. Pop-dot along right edge. Decorate dresses as shown and pop-dot to float layer. Double pop-dot float to background.
**All Dressed Up Card, inspired by Rachel Verbrugge.**

Supplies: All Dressed Up stamp set; Dressed Up Framelits; Regal Rose, Chocolate Chip & Whisper White CS; Sweet Always DSP (retired); Small Oval & Boho Blossoms punches; self-adhesive Pearls.

Standard card base in Regal Rose. Chocolate Chip layer at 3 3/8” x 5 ½”, polka dot embossed Regal Rose layer at 3 ¼” x 5 ½”. Dress layer is 2 ¼” x 5 ½”.

Begin by cutting dress form from smaller piece of Chocolate Chip. (Save the cut out for the next project.) Arrange and adhere DSP and CS pieces on back to create skirt, belt and top. For the top, take a bit out of one edge with the Small Oval punch to create the neckline. Cover remaining gaps at legs and neck with Regal Rose CS. Add dress collar “bite” in Chocolate Chip at shirt neckline as shown. Pop dot dress assembly over embossed Regal Rose piece.

Assemble layers as shown. Punch flower from Regal Rose and adhere, adding self-adhesive Pearl.

Using marker to ink up, stamp sentiment onto Whisper White, and pop dot over dress form stand as shown. Stamp Mother’s Day sentiment inside if desired.

Adhere DSP to envelope flap and trim.

---

**Creped Corsage with Gift Card Base**

Supplies: Secret Garden & Vintage Verses stamps sets; Chocolate Chip, Regal Rose & Whisper White CS; Dressed Up & Floral Frames framelits; Creped Filter Paper; pin back.

Using second largest flower shape, cut 8 layers of crepe paper at once on Big Shot. Staple all layers together at center, in a “T” shape. Separate all the layers, all the way around, as the edge crimp together from the cutting.

Beginning with the top layer, one layer at a time, scrunch the layers towards the center, working your way down to the last layer. The layers will show more separation the more you do. Fluff and separate as you go for a consistent look. If coloring, add a few drops of your color of choice to a mister with a bit of alcohol, and mist til desired color is achieved.

Hot glue finished blossom to 2” Circle in Whisper White, then hot glue a pin back to back of circle.

To make background “gift” card, cut a Chocolate Chip layer at 5 ½ x 4 ¾”, a Regal Rose layer at 5 ¾” x 4” and a Whisper White layer at 5” x 3 ¾”.

Begin by randomly stamping the blossom image in Regal Rose on to the White CS layer. Nip in the waist of the reserved dress form cut out from the previous project, and pop-dot to the center of the white layer. Stamp sentiment in Chocolate Chip as desired, and assemble layers as shown. Pin will fit around nipped-in waist of dress form for giving.